TOWN OF DAVIE
PLANNING & ZONING DIVISION
6591 ORANGE DRIVE, DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314-3399
PHONE: 954.797.1103, WWW.DAVIE-FL.GOV
NOTICE OF MEETING
AGRICULTURAL & ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
OCTOBER 3, 2019 - 5:00 PM
Location: Council Chambers, 6591 Orange Drive, Davie, Florida 33314

1. ROLL CALL
2. SELECTION OF CHAIR
3. SELECTION OF VICE CHAIR
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
4.1. July 11, 2019 Meeting Minutes
5. PRESENTATION
5.1. Town Buildings Energy Audits
Update by Osdel Fernandez -Larrea, Public Works Director
5.2. Presentation On Solar Energy
Julie Dick, Esq. Senior Council
6. OLD BUSINESS
6.1. Sustainability Awards - Award Winners Selection
Documents:
NOMINATION FORM TOWER SHOPS.PDF
NOMINATION FORM TREES AMIGOS.PDF
NOMINATION FORM VIRTUAL ACADEMY.PDF
NOMINATION FORM GARDEN A LA CART.PDF
NOMINATION FORM STERLING RANCH COMMUNITY.PDF
6.2. Resolution HR763 (Update By Ms. Kaltman)
6.3. Leaf Blower Alternatives- 2 Stroke Engines (Update By Ms. Schaefer)
6.4. Yard Waste (Update By Mr. Weinstein)
6.5. Solar Energy Policy
7. NEW BUSINESS
7.1. 2020 AEAC Meeting Calendar
Documents:
2020_CALENDAR_AEAC.PDF
8. ITEMS FOR NEXT AGENDA

7.1. 2020 AEAC Meeting Calendar
Documents:
2020_CALENDAR_AEAC.PDF
8. ITEMS FOR NEXT AGENDA
9. COMMENTS AND/OR SUGGESTIONS
10. PUBLIC COMMENTS
11. ADJOURNMENT

Members of the Town Council may be present
Persons with disabilities requiring accommodations in order to participate should contact
the Town Clerk at 797-1023 at least five business days prior to the meeting to request such
accommodations. If you are hearing or speech impaired, please contact the Florida Relay
Service by using the following numbers: 1-800-955-8700 (voice) or 1-800-955-8771 (TDD).

TOWN OF DAVIE
PLANNING & ZONING DIVISION
6591 ORANGE DRIVE  DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314-3399
PHONE: 954.797.1103  WWW.DAVIE-FL.GOV

Town of Davie
2019 Sustainability Awards
Nomination Form
The deadline to submit nomination forms is Friday June 28, 2019 at 5:00 pm. Completed
nominations may be submitted via email to lbazinet@davie-fl.gov or delivered to above address.
The Town of Davie is committed to ensuring the sustainability of our community's resources
and environment. From the preservation of the Town's rural heritage to raising awareness about
climate change, community-wide action is necessary to fulfill this important goal. To continue
supporting this important goal, the Town established the “Greening your Scene” awards to help
honor business individuals and non-profit organizations which support sustainability within our
community.
Areas of consideration include:
Clean-up and Beautification
Climate Change

Green Building Design
Invasive Plants Control

School Gardens
School Projects

Composting Recycling

Local Food Systems

Solid Waste Reduction

Education & Awareness

Natural Resource Restoration

Sustainable Landscaping

Energy - Efficiency

Pollution Prevention/Reduction

Transportation Options

Energy - Renewable

Provision of Green Products/Services

Water Quality & Conservation

Environmental Preservation

Recycling

Any Related Sustainability Efforts

This nomination is for (please check one):
School
✔ Business

Individual

Non-Profit

Project Name:

Tower Shops

Project Location:
Nominee Contact:
Nominee Telephone:
Nominee Email:
Nominee Address:

1902-2296 S. University Drive, Davie, FL 33324
Erica Toda - Stiles Property Management
561-347-6521
chris.gonzales@stiles.com / erica.toda@stiles.com

Submitter Information (If
different than nominee)

Chris Gonzales

7015 Beracasa Way, Suite 206, Boca Raton, FL 33433

On a separate page(s), please provide a description of the Nominee's contribution to sustainability
in the Town of Davie. When possible, please provide data to illustrate the impact of the activities,
such as recycling volume or energy use reductions. Photos, graphics, and copies of press
materials are encouraged (additional to the description). Please limit your application to six pages
total (including this nominating form).
For questions, please email Lise Bazinet lbazinet@davie-fl.gov or call 954-797-1180.

Stiles Property Management is a huge proponent of energy conservation and LEED green practices.
Thus, the Tower Shops property management staff works to incorporate as many green initiatives and
energy conservation practices into the daily operation of Tower Shops.
Waste Management
Since 2015, Federal Realty has partnered with Keter Environmental Services to design a custom waste
and recycling program at Tower Shops that allows for tenants to divert all cardboard and mixed
recycling items to designated recycling dumpsters throughout the property. Upon initial possession of
the space, tenants are contacted directly by Keter to receive an overview of the program. The 7 mixed
recycling containers option allow tenants to recycle aluminum, plastic, paper, cardboard and glass.
Tenants education consists of in-person discussions between Keter and the tenant, observation of back
of house logistics, showing examples of proper source separation, providing reference material via print
and email, and placing clear signage on all dumpsters, compactors and inside tenant’s space.

Additionally, the program had an efficiency rate from January 2018 to August 2018 of 76%, which means
76% of compactors were hauled within 1 ton of their target weight- this increased efficiency reduces
Tower shops carbon footprint by reducing unnecessary hauling trips. The reduction plan focuses on
three areas: program enhancements, equipment strategy, and source separation education. Keter
implements changes based on Tower Shop’s needs allowing the waste and recycling programs to
dynamically evolve over time. These changes are driven both by data analysis and by in-person
observations. The size and frequency of mixed recycling containers are adjusted based on occupancy
fluctuations and the types of tenants feeding into the containers (retail, restaurant, etc.). The compactor
hauls are monitored and scheduled based on estimated fill levels reflected as a PSA reading and
historical trends. . Since the beginning of the program, 473 tons of recycling has been diverted form the
landfill, which is a key part of Tower shops’ commitment to environmental stewardship.
Property management plans to continue to work with Keter to increase the diversion rate at Tower
Shops in future years. Property management works to execute this through continual tenant education

by sending reminder emails throughout the year to refresh tenants and remind them to train new
employees on recycling and trash policies at Tower shops. Additionally, property management audits
misuse of compactors and recycling dumpsters and contacts tenants directly and immediately to
address. Through continual monitoring and tenant education, property management hopes to make a
greater impact on the environment through the center’s continual improvement in recycling year over
year.

Energy Conservation & Sustainability
Tower shops also provides all tenants of the shopping center with an HVAC preventative maintenance
monitoring service called RAVTI. This program ensures tenants are performing their lease-obligated
preventative maintenance on their AC units, thus encouraging more efficient use of their AC systems.
With most of the daytime electrical consumption in Florida being associated with HVAC usage, RAVTI is
plays a vital role in identifying units past their useful life. Thus, allowing for a more detailed timeline for
when an HVAC needs replacement.
Tower Shops’ has white TPO roof systems on both sections of the shopping center. This roof type allows
the roof to reduce heat load on the buildings and keep HVAC related electrical consumption down. In
order to maintain these roofs, property management contracts with a roofing vendor to perform an
annual preventative maintenance of the roof to ensure the TPO membrane holds up to the warranty
and continues to maintain its solar reflectance.
Additionally, all house and vacant bay electrical and water meter accounts are tracked via an online
program called, NRG ExpenseMart. ExpenseMart sends email notifications to property management in
the event consumption is higher than usual in any given month. Property management also tracks all
house water meter and electrical accounts separately to accurately monitor consumption year over year

and month to month. This helps identify any long-term decrease in consumption from programs being
implemented by property management as well as track any trends in energy consumption over a
calendar year. For example, property management has installed occupancy sensor lighting in all
electrical rooms, janitorial and maintenance closets. This lighting feature contributes to our energy
conservation as lights are turned off after a few minutes of undetected motion. Furthermore, all exterior
common area lighting, including parking lot poles have been equipped with photocell sensors that turn
the lights on at dusk and off at dawn in order to avoid unnecessary electrical consumption from the use
of inefficient time clocks.
Furthermore, in 2015, Tower Shops underwent a major LED lighting upgrade, changing a total of 136
light fixtures to LED. This included 80 parking lot fixtures and 56 wall pack common area lighting fixtures.
Prior to the LED upgrade, the average KWH of electricity used for the 80 old parking lot fixtures was
21,732 KWH per month. After the upgrade, the electrical consumption was reduced to an average usage
of 9,136 KHW per month. This resulted in an average electrical conservation of 12,596 KHW per month
and an average cost savings of $1,379.94/month! Property management has continued to track the
energy consumption and cost savings to Landlord for the LED lighting upgrade over the last three years
and the results are impressive:

Electric Car charging Stations
An electric car charging station is also available for customers and is conveniently located in the parking
lot by Five Below. These ChargePoint CT1400 stations are the first ENERGY STAR certified EV chargers
because they can charge efficiently and conserve more power, when on standby mode, compared to a
standard EV charger. These stations are user friendly and provide instructional videos in several
languages to help first-time EV drivers.
Water/Retention Pond
For outdoor water conservation, the Stiles Management team prefers to choose native, or indigenous
plants when making replacements or landscaping installs to minimize watering requirements.
Furthermore, rain sensors are installed strategically to turn off irrigation sprinklers when it is raining.
Florida’s climate is suitable for mosquito population growth and year-round integrated pest
management efforts are conducted to curtail that growth. With an effort to prevent unhealthy and
unsightly weed and algae growth in Tower Shops’ onsite retention pond, Property Management

contracts for monthly lake management by a certified vendor called Lake Dr. The contract includes
monthly inspections and treatments to control and prevent noxious aquatic weeds and algae from
forming in the retention pond. Lake Dr uses EPA approved herbicides and algaecides that will not harm
fish and wildlife. Treatment techniques includes measuring oxygen prior to treatment, running water
pH, determining temperature and measuring hardness before using copper-based products.
Additionally, property management approved a green sustainable solution that deposited 7000
Gambusia Minnows into the retention pond for mosquito control purposes and help to reduce public
health concerns. There are approximately 3500 species of mosquitoes globally, 80 of which are found in
Florida, although not all species of mosquito can transmit pathogens to humans, many species do
transmit pathogens that lead to public health concerns, such as the Zika virus. These pest management
efforts include source reduction, chemical control, and biological control. The use of native animal
species, particularly fish, to reduce mosquito populations is a green solution that avoids the use of
pesticides.
Restaurant Oil Recycling
Tower shops, as well as the location municipality, requires all restaurants to recycle their used cooking
oil. As such, the restaurants that produce large amounts of used cooking oil are required to place grease
collection bins in designated dumpster enclosures. These bins are emptied on a weekly basis by oil
recycling companies who recycle it and convert it to biofuel. The recycling of this used cooking oil
creates jobs, fuel security, environmental protection and reduces the cost of clogged drainpipe and
sewage system clean ups.
Earth Day at Tower Shops
Property Management also holds an Earth Day event to educate employees on the proper recycling
procedures and opportunities available at the shopping center. At this event, energy conservation and
sustainability tips were shared and displayed with the tenants so that they are aware of different
innovative ideas that help protect the environment and create a more sustainable future. Below are
some photos of the event and displays that were presented on the 2019 Earth Day celebration.

Tree Amigos Growers is an organic grower of vegetables, herbs and flowers. They also install edible
gardens and have donated generously to a local garden installation put in to provide food for a local
food bank. They put earth first in everything they do.
They are active in community and always willing to donate to community efforts and to share
knowledge.

PK-12 VIRTUAL
ACADEMY &
SMARTKIDS’
COACHING CENTER
A GREEN SCHOOL
WWW.PK12VIRTUAL.COM
6916 Stirling Road 33024

HANDS ON LEARNING: SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, MATH

PERSONALIZED LEARNING: USING WHITEBOARDS

READ, WRITE, AND PUBLISH

EVERYBODY LEARNS AT THEIR PACE…….

LEARN USING DIFFERENT STRATEGIES AND
DEVICES

A BLENDED/HYBRID LEARNING PROGRAM

TOWN OF DAVIE
PLANNING & ZONING DIVISION
6591 ORANGE DRIVE  DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314-3399
PHONE: 954.797.1103  WWW.DAVIE-FL.GOV

Town of Davie
2019 Sustainability Awards
Nomination Form
The deadline to submit nomination forms is Friday June 28, 2019 at 5:00 pm. Completed
nominations may be submitted via email to lbazinet@davie-fl.gov or delivered to above address.
The Town of Davie is committed to ensuring the sustainability of our community's resources
and environment. From the preservation of the Town's rural heritage to raising awareness about
climate change, community-wide action is necessary to fulfill this important goal. To continue
supporting this important goal, the Town established the “Greening your Scene” awards to help
honor business individuals and non-profit organizations which support sustainability within our
community.
Areas of consideration include:
Clean-up and Beautification
Climate Change

Green Building Design
Invasive Plants Control

School Gardens
School Projects

Composting Recycling

Local Food Systems

Solid Waste Reduction

Education & Awareness

Natural Resource Restoration

Sustainable Landscaping

Energy - Efficiency

Pollution Prevention/Reduction

Transportation Options

Energy - Renewable

Provision of Green Products/Services

Water Quality & Conservation

Environmental Preservation

Recycling

Any Related Sustainability Efforts

This nomination is for (please check one):
School
✔ Business

Individual

Non-Profit

Project Name:
Project Location:
Nominee Contact:
Nominee Telephone:
Nominee Email:
Nominee Address:
Submitter Information (If
different than nominee)
On a separate page(s), please provide a description of the Nominee's contribution to sustainability
in the Town of Davie. When possible, please provide data to illustrate the impact of the activities,
such as recycling volume or energy use reductions. Photos, graphics, and copies of press
materials are encouraged (additional to the description). Please limit your application to six pages
total (including this nominating form).
For questions, please email Lise Bazinet lbazinet@davie-fl.gov or call 954-797-1180.

The Sustainability of Garden a la Carte
Garden a la Carte is an up-and-coming business, founded in 2017 by partners Jennifer
Meyer, Claudia Cifuentes, and Jennifer Rush. The idea for this business came from the thought
that everyone should have the option of edible gardening, even if they lack the time or expertise
to mount their own garden. Their goal is to help, inspire, and inform the community to promote
sustainable gardening and healthy eating.

One day’s harvest from a raised bed garden:
Cuban oregano, tomato, sweet basil, holy basil, scallions, banana peppers, lemongrass, celery leaves, bell
pepper, dill

The small business has many Build Your Own Garden (BYOG) events that spread
awareness and information about gardening and healthy eating. With more than 15 years of
combined teaching experience between them, it is no surprise that they have done many summer
camp and in-school field trips that teach kids about the water and seed cycles, as well as the
importance of gardening and using plants. In the 2018-2019 school year alone, Garden a la Carte
has interacted with over 500 school-age children, including two events with the Boy Scouts of
America—a testament to their dedication in teaching the next generation about edible gardening
and sustainability. During these field trips, students get a chance to plant their own herb to learn
about the nutrients in soil, water, and sunlight that will help keep their plants alive. Garden a la

Carte also has adult workshops; these keep the same basic concept of field trips, but include
more advanced plant care. While planting their herbs, participants learn about edible gardening
as it can be adapted to different spaces and living arrangements. All BYOG events, regardless of
age catered to, include hands-on community involvement. All participants get to keep a plant
they potted themselves, and they are given the guidance necessary to continue gardening.

Garden a la Carte’s interactive birthday party activity

For residential locations, Garden a la Carte specializes in raised bed gardens, but they
also have tabletop potted gardens and a small line of spa products such as sugar scrubs and soaps
that they make from their own herbs. With the raised bed gardens, meant for backyards or other
outside plots of land, they offer consultations, design, installations, and maintenance. This allows
customers to have their own edible garden where they can source their own food and herbs, such
as peppers, mint, eggplants, basil, watermelon, thyme, and more. The Garden a la Carte team
travels to homes in Davie and surrounding areas to help anyone who wants an edible, sustainable
garden. Tabletop gardens are potted herbs and plants that are meant for indoor use; Garden a la
Carte emphasizes the convenience of the tabletops when cooking with herbs. The spa products
emerged later, around six months after the start of the business, after harsh Florida summer
conditions inevitably started drying out herb leaves. Not wanting them to go to waste, the Garden
a la Carte team devised a solution that maintained the efficacy of the plant: all-natural spa

products made by hand, with herbs from Garden a la Carte’s own raised beds. By catering to
individual needs, Garden a la Carte makes it easier than ever to sustain personal food growth.

Garden a la Carte team
members Claudia and
Jen building a raised
bed garden

Because of its contributions to local food systems, natural resource restoration,
sustainable landscaping, provision of green products and services, and especially for their work
in the education and awareness of gardening and growing food, Garden a la Carte continues to
enrich Davie and Broward County communities. Jennifer Meyer, Claudia Cifuentes, and Jennifer
Rush all enjoy their work as helpers to those who want to learn about or use sustainable food
sources. Their main goal is to aid anyone who needs assistance cultivating a garden of their own;
through this work, they have made the town of Davie a more green and more sustainable place.

Jennifer Meyer and the Garden a la Carte booth at the Broward STEM Family Expo

TOWN OF DAVIE
PLANNING & ZONING DIVISION
6591 ORANGE DRIVE  DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314-3399
PHONE: 954.797.1103  WWW.DAVIE-FL.GOV

Town of Davie
2019 Sustainability Awards
Entry Form
The deadline to submit nomination forms is Friday June 28, 2019 at 5:00 pm. Completed
nominations may be submitted via email to lbazinet@davie-fl.gov or delivered to above address.
The Town of Davie is committed to ensuring the sustainability of our community's resources
and environment. From the preservation of the Town's rural heritage to raising awareness about
climate change, community-wide action is necessary to fulfill this important goal. To continue
supporting this important goal, the Town established the “Greening your Scene” awards to help
honor business individuals and non-profit organizations which support sustainability within our
community.
Areas of consideration include:
Clean-up and Beautification
Climate Change

Green Building Design
Invasive Plants Control

School Gardens
School Projects

Composting Recycling

Local Food Systems

Solid Waste Reduction

Education & Awareness

Natural Resource Restoration

Sustainable Landscaping

Energy - Efficiency

Pollution Prevention/Reduction

Transportation Options

Energy - Renewable

Provision of Green Products/Services

Water Quality & Conservation

Environmental Preservation

Recycling

Any Related Sustainability Efforts

This entry is for (please check one):
x Business
School

Individual

Non-Profit

Project Name:

Sterling Ranch

Project Location:
Contact:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:

5125 S Sterling Ranch Cir., Davie, FL 33314

Submitter Information (If
different than nominee)

Maya Chocron, Director of Marketing SEFL Division K Hovnanian Homes
561-364-3290
mchocron@khov.com
5125 S Sterling Ranch Cir., Davie, FL 33314
Matthew Zirkelbach, President www.runbrook.com 561-676-3375

On a separate page(s), please provide a description of the contribution to sustainability in the
Town of Davie. When possible, please provide data to illustrate the impact of the activities, such
as recycling volume or energy use reductions. Photos, graphics, and copies of press materials
are encouraged (additional to the description). Please limit your application to six pages total
(including this nominating form).
For questions, please email Lise Bazinet lbazinet@davie-fl.gov or call 954-797-1180.

Submitted by:

Town of Davie
2019 Sustainability Awards
K. Hovnanian® Homes - Sterling Ranch Community Submission

The Sterling Ranch community is located at 5125 S Sterling Ranch Cir, in the Town of Davie. The developer
is K. Hovnanian® Homes, which is a national home builder. K. Hovnanian® Homes’ above-code efforts in
the development of the Sterling Ranch community resulted in substantial energy use reductions within
the Town of Davie. K. Hovnanian® Homes went above and beyond what is required by code to make
Sterling Ranch homes more energy efficient. They did this by addressing energy efficiency in both the
design and construction process as well as in the products they installed.
•

K. Hovnanian® Homes engaged in energy modeling to maximize energy efficient home design

•

K. Hovnanian® Homes worked to perform energy efficiency inspections and field tests that include:
o insulation inspections to ensure the highest installation quality
o blower door tests to measure air leakage that impacts energy efficiency
o duct leakage tests to measure duct leakage that impacts energy efficiency

•

K. Hovnanian® Homes installed energy efficient products and equipment such as:
o energy efficient LED/CFL lighting
o high performance windows
o high SEER HVAC systems and efficient water heating systems

Submitted by:
Communicating these above code improvements was not easy given its technical nature. That’s why K.
Hovnanian® Homes hired the Cool Green Consulting / RunBrook team to independently verify the
energy efficiency of each home using established industry standards. The Standard is offered by the
Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET®) through its Home Energy Rating System (HERS) Index
Score. The HERS Index score works like a golf score. The lower the HERS the more energy efficient the
home. For example, a net zero energy home would have a HERS score of 0. You can think of a HERS
Index score like a “miles per gallon” sticker for your home that showcases energy efficiency.
A typical existing resale home represents 130 on the HERS Index while a standard new home is rated at
100. This means that a home with a HERS Index Score of 70 is 30% more energy efficient than a standard
new home. So how does the Sterling Ranch community stack up? Sterling Ranch homes had HERS Indexes
averaging in the 60s, making them much more energy efficient than a standard new home. Below is an
actual HERS Index for a Sterling Ranch home with a HERS score of 56 as rated by Cool Green / RunBrook.
According to RESNET, this home’s owners should save
approximately $1,360 annually in electricity costs,
compared to a standard new home. That is a savings of
11,438 kWh and 7 tons of carbon emissions per year!
We’re delighted to submit K. Hovnanian® Homes’
contribution to sustainability in the Town of Davie and to
have supported this home builder in creating a
community in a wonderful place to live that is stylish
luxurious, and energy efficient.
Thank you for your consideration.
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